
The city of Misteri

UNEXPECTED
EXPERIENCE

3 DAY PACKAGE

DURING THE FESTIVAL OF MISTERI



UNEXPECTED EXPERIENCE

Campobasso surprises the traveller with many faces of history and the 
authemticity of his community.

An unexpected discovery dedicated to those travelling with the family, 
in small groups or for those on the move with a cheerful company

An intimate and slow travel into the city you don't expect

Traditions that have crossed the centuries and convey
unexpected emotions!
An engaging journey into the city of Misteri where
centuries-old rites become art among the streets and 
its people.
The Festival of the Misteri is the best opportunity to live an 
experience in a perfect Molise style, getting in touch with the 
atmosphere of the most heartfelt celebration of the entire region.
Three days of live music and events, street food, the great fair 
across the whole city. A huge event that accompanies residents
and travelers at the most awaited moment, the spectacular parade 
of the Misteri which, between the wings of angels and the tails of 
devils, transforms the discovery of Campobasso into an 
unforgettable memory.
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NATURE
Craftsmanship

Traditional cuisine
Traditional food

CBike
Urban Trekking
Events e Shows
Traditional fair

ART & MUSEUMS EXPERIENCES
Villetta Flora

Villa Musenga
Square Vittorio Emanuele II

Garden of Mario Pagano
Area SIC Monforte

Fontana Vecchia
Villa De Capoa

Park San Giovanni
Monte Vairano

Museum Sannitico
Museum of the Misteri
Museum Palazzo Pistilli
Civic Gallery of Modern Art
and contemporary
Exhibition space Ex Gil
Draw the line - Street Art 
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HISTORY
Monforte Castle
Church Santa Maria Maggiore
Church San Giorgio
Church San Bartolomeo
Church San Leonardo
Church Santa Maria della Croce
Church SS. Trinità
Church Sant’Antonio Abate
Theater Savoia
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The Festival of the Misteri is the best opportunity to live an unexpected and unique
experience in Campobasso, which has taken place every year for about three centuries
on the occasion of Corpus Domini. The cultural heritage linked to this festival is
immense: the "Ingegni", conceived by Paolo Saverio di Zinno, the Campobasso artist
who designed the structures in the eighteenth century, come alive with children, young
people, and adults or the protagonists of the stories of faith represented in the 13
Misteri. The Misteri are structures made of tempered iron and assembled on wooden
bases, carried on the shoulder by the bearers accompanied by the melody of Rossini's
March of Moses. People, mostly children, are placed on the structures to represent
angels, devils, scenes from the life of saints, and sacred figures of Christianity.
The parade is one of the most engaging experiences to do in Campobasso. It is interesting to follow
the procession all the time and appreciate the suggestive perspective and illusionistic games that
the Misteri create by passing through the narrow alleys of the historic centre.
As they cross the streets, the shoulder-mounted structures give the impression that children fly over
the heads of the spectators, suspended in the air like angels coming from heaven. The jokes of the
devils of the Mistero of San Michele are also amusing, the only figures who can talk to people, while
among the most famous and anticipated moments of the entire event is the struggle of the devil of
the Mistero of Sant'Antonio Abate who seeks to make the charming and impassive Tunzella (a young
woman) smile. These are the many stories and the thousand details hidden in each Mistero: each
one unique and exciting.
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On the morning of Corpus Domini, the figures, the bearers, and the musical bands meet at the
Museum of the Misteri where the “Ingegni” are kept throughout the year. The Misteri cross the
historic centre and the Murattian centre following a precise order, passing under the large city gate
of Sant'Antonio Abate, touching the balconies, stopping in the squares, and continuing to parade
among thousands of people until reaching Palazzo San Giorgio, headquarters of the municipality
where they receive the blessing.
The Festa dei Misteri is also an opportunity to discover Campobasso and Molise, in fact among markets and street
foods you can find several promotional stands of the Molise municipalities that offer historical, cultural, and
gastronomic guided tours. Furthermore, there are numerous cultural initiatives, shows, and concerts with national
and international artists organised during the days of the Festival. Together with the Misteri, the Big Concert of
Corpus Domini is the most awaited and attended event of the year by the citizens of Campobasso and Molise in
general, the great free concert that closes the three days of great party on Sunday evening.
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CBike tour 
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3 Draw the line 

4 Twentieth century Architecture The Garden city
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History and culture
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HOSPITALITY

TRANSPORT

Hotels
B&B
Holiday home
Camping

Infopoint
Post offices and  ATMs
Health services
Shopping
Relax
Entertainment
Inclusive playground
Tourist and environmental guides

RESTAURANT

Train station
Bus station coach
Urban bus
Cycling station
Electric car station
Car rent

Restaurant
Trattorias
Kiosk, Pizzeria, Snack bar
Wine Bar/ Beer shop

SERVICES



www.visitcampobasso.it
www.excover.eu

Frame and discover the cityFrame and experience the city

infopoint@comune.campobasso.it
0874405299


